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SPOTLIGHT

One thing that continues to increase amid Japan’s diminishing birthrate and aging
population is the number of pets.  In 2005, the number of dogs and cats increased by
1.072 million,* a figure greater than the 1.067 million human births.**

The market for pet-related goods was worth more than ¥1 trillion in 2004.
Shops selling pet goods and supplies are opening everywhere, and people taking

their pets to such places at the weekend are a common sight these days.  Japan has yet
to go as far as permitting people to take their pets into normal shops, but such services
as pet spas, pet aromatherapy, pet-friendly hotels where owners can stay with their
pets, pet-friendly airlines, which support travel with pets, and even pet funeral
directories are appearing one after another.  The list does not stop there either.  There
is a large range of goods to help people to look after their precious “family member”:
birthday cakes and o-sechi New Year’s special dishes for pets, designer clothes, goods
for nursing elderly pets, and apartments and houses specially designed for living with
pets.  Japan is indeed a pet paradise.

* Survey carried out by the Pet Food Manufacturers Association, Japan, which is made up of 63 domestic
manufacturers and retailers of pet food.

** Preliminary report of vital statistics (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare)


